T lymphocytes mediating protection and cellular cytolysis during the course of Mycobacterium tuberculosis infection. Evidence for different kinetics and recognition of a wide spectrum of protein antigens.
Recent evidence suggests the existence of at least two pathways of acquired specific resistance to Mycobacterium tuberculosis infection; the first consisting of cytokine-mediated activation of parasitized host cells by protective T cells, and the second involving the lysis of these cells by cytolytic T cells. Evidence presented in this report shows that both of the above mechanisms are operative in experimentally infected mice, but that they differ markedly in terms of their kinetics of emergence and loss. It was found that protective T cell activity was acquired very early during the course of the infection, and was temporally associated with the onset of bacterial elimination; however, cytolytic activity did not peak until 10 to 20 days later. This report shows further that the target Ag of these effector T cell populations were apparently numerous with no evidence for preferential recognition of a few immunodominant Ag. In view of the preponderance of target proteins in the bacterial filtrate, we present the hypothesis that such proteins secreted or otherwise leaked from the dividing mycobacterium are pinocytosed from the phagosome and used by the infected macrophage as the key protective Ag leading to T cell sensitization. This hypothesis thus explains the preferential requirement for the viable bacterium in the generation of specific resistance, and further explains why protective immunity is generated even while the organism is still multiplying in an apparently unrestrained manner.